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� It’s not every day that we get to test
an entirely new product in the ATV
market. This month, we are testing
two. On page 57 we evaluated the
unique new Toy Loader, and on this
page, the Reversaroller. The
Reversaroller is a winch cable guide
that allows you to attach your ATV’s
front-mounted winch to point behind
the machine.
This can be convenient and neces-

sary in a number of ways. One, you
might head down a narrow trail that
appears to be safe only to turn very
steep. You may also be able to climb a
hill, but the 2WD quad your buddy is
riding on with may not.
In either case, you can unspool

your winch line and route it under
your machine to the anchor point.
To make this happen in a correct

manner, the $215 Reversaroller con-

sists of a new roller fair lead with an
extra roller positioned lower and out
from the stock bottom roller.
Next, a frame with a quick pin

release gets connected to the new fair
lead and runs along your front skid
plate. This frame carries another
roller position right in center of your
quad between the two front wheels.
Now you can run your winch cable

under your quad and out the back. A
stainless steel hardware clip mounted
under your hitch location further
guides the winch cable. It also adds
an element of safety to keep the quad
from doing an endo down a steep hill.

INSTALL & EXPLORE
Installation on our Can-Am

Outlander 800XT took about 30 min-
utes. The construction of the
Reversaroller is flawless. The frame is
made from powdercoated, cold-rolled
steel. The rollers are zinc-coated, as
are the mounting bolts. When not in
use, the Reversaroller fits in the on-
board Outlander cargo box in its own
storage bag. On the trail, installation
and removal takes less than one
minute.

With the Reversaroller installed, we
were able to explore some uncharted
territory at our favorite ridespot. Trails
that have terrain too steep for quads
became accessible. We’re always
adding new sections to our test cours-
es, and the Reversaroller is coming in
handy. For casual riding, the product
has rescued us from amud pit, a deep
water crossing and has also helped
out several other quads in our riding
group.
The Reversaroller is a product to

get excited about. It is of very high-
quality construction and serves a pur-
pose not only to extend our trail
exploring, but also adds a safety fac-
tor to all of our trips.
The Reversaroller is also available

for the Yamaha Grizzly, Honda
Rincon, new Polaris Sportsman XPs
and full-sized Arctic Cat ATVs, and
they range in price from $210-$245.
Contact Reversaroller at (801) 796-
7066 or view some crazy videos of
the Reversaroller in action at
www.reversaroller.com. �

The Reversaroller installs in minutes,
replacing your winch’s fair lead. It’s
made of quality materials that will add
value to any utility quad.

A strong stainless steel I-Bolt gets
installed in the rear hitch mount to
guide the winch cable. This piece also
keeps the ATV from doing an endo on
the very steep decents.

When not in use, the Reversaroller
stows away in the Can-Am’s storage
compartment in its own protective bag.

Backward winch
guide
By the staff of Dirt Wheels

We have already used the Reversaroller
to explore new sections of our favorite

ride area. Now, trails that were only
passable on a dirt bike or on foot can be

explored on our quads.
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